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The BWB Collections
Access BWB’s awardwinning books on
New Zealand history and
contemporary issues –
anywhere, any time, and
on any device.

The online home of great New Zealand books

Available to New Zealand
libraries by subscription.
collections@bwb.co.nz

www.bwb.co.nz/collections

From

Introducing the Collections
Access BWB’s premium
ebooks online in our six
digital collections:

Key features
— New Zealand’s freshest thinking:
featured regularly in the media, BWB
books are read in schools, government

The Treaty of Waitangi Collection – essential

departments, think tanks, universities, at

scholarship and commentary on this foundational

home, on the move and more!

document, all in one place.
— Authoritative content: peer-reviewed
The New Zealand History Collection – a rich

scholarship you can trust, from award-

range of history and biography ebooks from over

winning independent publisher Bridget

30 years of BWB’s critically acclaimed publishing.

Williams Books.

The BWB Texts Collection – our popular series of

— Flexible and fast: accessible on any

‘short books on big subjects’, a landmark digital

modern web browser, the online reading

resource for the future of reading, writing and

platform is optimised for mobile devices

thinking about New Zealand.

– reflecting the needs of today’s readers
and researchers.

The Critical Issues Collection – a curated
selection of ebooks providing deep analysis of the
big issues facing New Zealand.

— Enhanced features: spacious layout,
high-resolution illustrations, and
new and exciting ways of content

The Women’s Studies Collection – ground-

linking online.

breaking analysis of women’s issues, lives
and histories.

— A living resource: with many new
and out-of-print titles added each

The New Zealand Sign Language Collection –

year, library subscriptions ensure this

Aotearoa’s central reference work on New Zealand

important digitisation work continues

Sign Language, rendered with rich multimedia

into the future.

and visuals.

Subscriptions to the six BWB
Collections are available to libraries,
individually or as part of a full package.

Please contact us for pricing
and further information.
collections@bwb.co.nz

